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WITH A PRESENCE IN FRANCE, SPAIN, ITALY, GERMANY, POLAND, JAPAN,
THE USA, MOROCCO, BRAZIL AND LUXEMBURG, THE NEXWAY GLOBAL SERVICES 
TEAM OFFERS ITS EXPERT ADVICE & HANDS-ON SUPPORT AT EVERY STEP IN 
THE SETUP AND DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION OF YOUR NEXWAY DIGITAL COMMERCE 

SOLUTION 

The team’s unique capabilities span IT services, marketing agency, digital catalog curation and sourcing, 

payment management, fraud prevention, and customer support to optimize your digital business.

The team’s shared mission is to improve the end user experience at every step – from acquisition, through 

to conversion, retention and post-sales service.

The fact that Nexway’s primary business model consists of revenue sharing agreements provides 

assurance that your interests are always aligned with those of the Nexway team.

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT 

Nexway account managers have responsibility over the performance of 

your Nexway digital commerce solution. They act as the day-to-day liaison 

between your team and the other functions (IT services, catalog, 

agency, payment management, contact center) in the Nexway Global 

Services team. 

Helping over 900 customers boost the performance of their digital franchise, the Nexway account 

management team is your trusted advisor on digital commerce strategies and best practices. 

Nexway  Digital Catalog

15,000 plug-and-sell titles on demand

Nexway  Digital Catalog

15,000 plug-and-sell titles on demand
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Questions commonly answered by the team include winning tactics to turn 

PC customers into cross-device subscribers, best ways of benefiting from 

the seasonality of software and game purchases, promotions strategy, 

pricing strategy, and best practices for customer retention.

Nexway strategic recommendations are delivered in initial discussions 

with prospective clients and in regularly scheduled business reviews with 

managed services customers.

NEXWAY IT SERVICES

The Nexway cloud platform follows rigorous 

service-orientation principles. 

The documented standards-based online APIs ensure simplified integration 

of your back-end systems with your Nexway managed e-commerce solution. 

The global IT Services team at Nexway follows battle-tested processes and 

methodologies to build and integrate the best-in-class white label online 

stores and in-app stores of its retailer and publisher clients. 

A track record of success across more than 800 implementations is 

testimony to both the platform’s openness to back-end systems and to the 

professionalism of the global Nexway IT Services team.

THE NEXWAY DIGITAL CATALOG: 
17,000 PLUG-AND-SELL TITLES 
ON DEMAND

Nexway stands out from other digital 

commerce service providers by addressing the digital commerce needs of 

both publishers and their leading resellers.  

To best service our retailer clients and to provide a profitable indirect sales 

channel to our publisher clients, the Nexway Digital Catalog team has 

brought together and curates one of the world’s broadest online catalogs 

of cross-platform PC video games, Android™ apps, and PC software products 

that now includes over 17,000 premium titles. 
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• The gaming section of the catalog is second to none in offering 

the latest, hottest casual games, serious games, core games and 

educational games from the world’s leading publishers. 

The gaming section features titles from over 300 publishers with 

whom Nexway has entered into digital distribution agreements, 

including Ubisoft™, Rockstar Games™, Focus Home Interactive™, 

SEGA™, Bethesda™ and Activision™. Current blockbusters featured 

in the catalog include Call of Duty Black Ops II™, Football Manager™, 

Farming Simulator™, Assassin’s Creed™, Grand Theft Auto™, and more.

• The Android™ apps section of the catalog offers a range of  
international blockbuster Android™ apps with a freemium or 

item-sales revenue model in the Nexway Digital Catalog include 

Magikflix, zamatest, Abalone, The Three Little Pigs, Panic Flight, 

Miss Humblebee’s Academy, Maya the Bee: Flowerparty, Snakes and 

Ladders in Aquarium, MonstrOMath Lite, My Amazing Learning Library, 

Alpha’Grab Lite, Mana Crusher, Little Red Riding Hood Lite, Gaspard : 

les Aventures Extraordinaires, Mon encyclopédie interactive Dokéo, 

Tekno/Teksta App, MinBio, PUZZINGO Kids Learning Puzzles Games 

for Toddlers, Niki Talk, Toon Goggles, Appy Alphabet, fotodanz, Nono’s 

Adventures in Amazonia, Total Recoil, Fort Boyard, Magical Music Box 

Lite, Matryoshka! for kids, KIDZ FLICK, The Drip Drops: Colour the World, 

Booksy, PicsArt For Kids, and Talking Ginger. 
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• The PC software section of the catalog is kept up-to-date with the 

latest titles from the world’s leading software vendors, including 

Microsoft™ and Adobe™, with whom Nexway has entered into global 

direct distribution agreements. Nexway is one of Microsoft’s preferred 

digital partners for the European market.

 
 
THE NEXWAY DIGITAL AGENCY – 100% 
DEDICATED TO DIGITAL COMMERCE

One of the few marketing service providers 

with a global presence dedicated to digital  

commerce, the Nexway Digital Agency acts 

as your trusted advisor to optimize your 

customer acquisition, conversion, and 

retention processes.

The agency employs skilled online marketers who work as a global network 

of local teams from their offices in the USA, Brazil, Germany, Italy, Spain, 

Poland, France and Japan. 

The Nexway agency helps you pursue three distinct business goals:

            ACQUIRE CUSTOMERS AT THE LOWEST COST

The agency strives to generate qualified online traffic into your online stores 

and in-app stores at the lowest cost of marketing.

            LIFT CONVERSIONS AND AVERAGE ORDER VALUES

Whether or not it generates inbound traffic itself, the agency focuses on 

lifting conversion rates and average order values across all your e-commerce 

funnels. Leveraging its Big Data analytics and user-centric design expertise, 

the team continuously improves the user experience  across the online and 

in-app funnels it manages.
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            MAXIMIZE LIFETIME CUSTOMER VALUE

The agency is knowledgeable in rolling out automated one-to-one marketing 

programs that take advantage of the Nexway platform’s unique support for 

cross-channel email and in-app messaging to retain your customers and 

foster service conversions, extensions, up-sells, cross-sells and subscription 

renewals.

NEXWAY GLOBAL PAYMENTS AND 
FRAUD PREVENTION

Nexway typically, though not always, acts 

as the merchant of record for its clients. All 

Nexway stores benefit from the company’s 

broad payment capabilities that let users 

choose from fifty different modes of payments in twenty-three currencies – 

including country-specific methods such as Boleto Bancário and installment 

payments in Brazil, Konbini™ payments in Japan, bank checks in France, SEPA 

throughout Europe, and Giropay™ in Germany. This broad choice ensures a 

superior shopping experience and above average conversion rates in each 

country. 

FRAUD PREVENTION

Nexway managed four million transactions in 2013. The volume of payments 

the company manages allows Nexway to uniquely detect and quickly 

respond to fraud attempts. 

Three separate fraud risk scores are computed and averaged for every 

transaction carried out via the Nexway platform. The first of the three fraud 

risk scores is proprietary to Nexway, while the two others are computed 

using the scoring service of MaxMind™ and ReD™. Reliance upon three 

separate scores ensures false positives are kept to a minimum.

The Nexway fraud prevention team, based in the USA, France and Japan is 

instantly alerted to suspicious transactions. The team then takes quick 

action to validate or void those transactions. 

All in all, Nexway has a demonstrated ability to keep cost of fraud for its 

publisher and merchant customers down to a minimum.

$
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REMITTANCE PAYMENTS

Nexway has subsidiaries in eleven countries. Upon request, Nexway may 

agree to pay remittance payments to its clients in the currency they favor. 

For instance, when requested, Nexway has the ability to provide Brazilian 

remittances in US dollars or euros – with Nexway taking care of the Brazilian 

real to US dollar or euro conversion process.

MERCHANT OF RECORD 

Nexway can act as the merchant of record (MOR) in thirty-five countries, 

including the EU twenty-eight, Switzerland, the USA, Canada, Australia, 

Japan, Brazil, and Morocco. Being merchant of record means that Nexway is 

the legal seller of all goods in a given store. 

When acting as the MOR in a jurisdiction, the company takes all appropriate 

steps to ensure it complies with local laws governing e-commerce, taxation, 

and user privacy. 

In particular, Nexway pays relevant value added taxes (VAT) and sales taxes 

on end-user sales. 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

The Nexway platform’s business intelligence dashboards allow its publisher 

and merchant customers to keep tabs on all transactions, modes of 

payment, percentage margin attributable to Nexway, fraud attempts, and 

upcoming remittance payments to be invoiced to Nexway in near real-time. .

NEXWAY CUSTOMER SUPPORT

The global Nexway contact center team 

delivers world-class Level 1 end-user support 

via both email and telephone in native 

Portuguese, Japanese, Italian, Polish, 

Spanish, English, German, and French. Nexway handles over 50,000 service 

tickets each month – 13,000 over the phone and 37,000 over email. 

LIVE CHAT AND SELF-SERVICE KNOWLEDGE BASES

Live chat was recently introduced as a new service channel. The team is 

also knowledgeable in deploying 24/7 self-service knowledge bases within 

its clients’ online stores and in-app stores.
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Nexway turns PC customers into cross-device subscribers.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

As part of ongoing business review meetings with its clients, Nexway 

gives you detailed statistics on the types of customer issues it encounters. 

Contact center key performance indicators such as average time of ticket 

resolution are also provided.

 
CROSS-SELLS AND UP-SELLS

The contact center team is incentivized to cross-sell and upsell your software, 

apps, and games as they engage with your customers. In particular, agents 

now leverage chat and email exchanges to quickly share personalized 

download URLs and QR codes™ with the goal of turning PC customers into 

cross-device subscribers.

B2B TELEMARKETING AND SALES

The contact center team is skilled in executing outbound telemarketing 

campaigns to qualify and – in some cases also convert – B2B leads. The 

contact center may also provide tailored quotes and manually process B2B 

purchases.

http://corporate.nexway.com/

